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33,152 CYBER CRIME INCIDENTS REPORTED ON
NATIONAL CYBERCRIME REPORTING PORTAL TILL
30.01.2020; 790 FIRS REGISTERED

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

Ministry of Home Affairs

33,152 Cyber Crime Incidents reported on National
Cybercrime Reporting portal till 30.01.2020; 790 FIRs
registered

21 States/UTs agree to setup the Regional Cyber Crime
Coordination Centres: Shri G. Kishan Reddy

Posted On: 05 FEB 2020 3:43PM by PIB Delhi

Union Minister of State for Home Affairs, Shri G. Kishan Reddy, in a written reply to a question
regarding cyber crimes, in Rajya Sabha today, said that Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA)
operationalised National Cybercrime Reporting Portal on 30th August, 2019 and the complaints
reported are dealt by the Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) of the concerned State/UT as per
provisions of the law. 33,152 cyber crime incidents have been reported till 30.01.2020 on the
portal, wherein 790 FIRs have been registered by the concerned LEAs. 

Shri Reddy informed that MHA has rolled out a scheme ‘Indian Cyber Crime Coordination
Centre (I4C)’ to combat cyber crime in the country, in a coordinated and effective manner. The
scheme has following seven components:

(i)  National Cybercrime Threat Analytics Unit.

(ii) National Cybercrime Reporting Portal.

(iii) Platform for Joint Cybercrime Investigation Team.

(iv) National Cybercrime Forensic Laboratory Ecosystem.

(v) National Cybercrime Training Centre.

(vi) National Cybercrime Ecosystem Management Unit.

(vii) National Cybercrime Research and Innovation Centre.

 

The Minister added that 21 States/UTs, namely Andaman & Nicobar Islands, Andhra Pradesh,
Delhi, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir, Jharkhand, Kerala,
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Manipur, Meghalaya, Odisha, Puducherry, Punjab, Tamil Nadu,
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Telangana, Tripura and Uttarakhand have agreed to setup the Regional Cyber Crime
Coordination Centres.

 

*****
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STEPS TAKEN BY THE MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
TO PREVENT ONLINE FINANCIAL FRAUDS AND
PROTECT USERS

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

Ministry of Home Affairs

Steps taken by the Ministry of Home Affairs to prevent
online financial frauds and protect users

Posted On: 04 FEB 2020 2:39PM by PIB Delhi

Union Minister of State for Home Affairs, Shri G Kishan Reddy, in a written reply in
Lok Sabha to a question regarding steps taken by the Government to prevent people
from becoming victims of online fraud said that with the rapid increase in use of cyber
space, number of cyber crimes including online frauds are also increasing. As per
data maintained by National Crime Records Bureau, 3466 and 3353 cases of online
frauds were registered in 2017 and 2018, respectively. Data pertaining to the year
2019 is not available. NCRB started to collect data separately about Online Banking
Frauds since 2017. In order to prevent online frauds and protect users, Ministry of
Home Affairs has taken several steps that inter-alia include the following initiatives:

i) An Inter-Ministerial Committee has been constituted on Phone Fraud (IMCPF)
having members of stakeholder organizations, namely Ministry of Electronics &
Information Technology (MeitY), Department of Financial Services, Department of
Telecommunication, Reserve Bank of India and Law Enforcement Agencies. FCORD-
FICN Coordination Agency has been designated as Central Nodal Agency for this
purpose and ADGP/IGP Crime in each State/UT is the State Nodal Officer.

ii) An advisory dated 12th February 2018 was issued on “steps to check phone
frauds” to all State Governments/UT Administrations, which is available at
www.mha.gov.in.

iii) Reserve Bank of India has issued several circulars/ guidelines related to security
and risk mitigation measures for securing electronic / digital payment transactions.

iv) Steps have been taken to spread awareness about cyber crimes, issue of
a l e r t s / a d v i s o r i e s ,  c a p a c i t y  b u i l d i n g / t r a i n i n g  o f  l a w  e n f o r c e m e n t
personnel/prosecutors/judicial officers, improving cyber
forensics facilities etc. in association with police departments in different States/UTs.

http://www.mha.gov.in
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v) The Central Government has also launched the National Cyber Crime Reporting
Portal, www.cybercrime.gov.in to enable complainants to report complaints pertaining
to all types of cyber crimes, including net and online frauds.
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HOW COMMON RANSOMWARE VARIANTS ATTACK
VICTIMS

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

The research highlights how ransomware tries to slip unnoticed past security controls by
abusing trusted and legitimate processes   | Photo Credit: REUTERS

There are three main modes of distribution for the major ransomware families that are poised to
increase their attacks this year, security researchers warned on the occasion of Safer Internet
Day on Tuesday.

One of the ways ransomware spreads is by replicating itself rapidly to other computers for
maximum impact, researchers from cybersecurity firm Sophos said in a report ‘How
Ransomware Attacks’, a playbook for defenders that explains how ransomware variants attack
and impact victims.

Ransomware that spread by replicating itself is called a ‘cryptoworm’. The WannaCry attack that
caused damage worldwide in 2017 is an example of this kind of ransomware.

These malware also spread as ransomware-as-a-service (RaaS), which are sold on the dark
web as a distribution kit (for example, Sodinokibi).

The third most common way of their spread is as automated active adversary attack, where
attackers manually deploy the ransomware following an automated scan of networks for
systems with weak protection.

This automated, active attack style was the most common approach seen among the top
families listed in the report, which includes detailed analysis of 11 of the most prevalent and
persistent ransomware families, including Ryuk, BitPaymer and MegaCortex.

The research highlights how ransomware tries to slip unnoticed past security controls by
abusing trusted and legitimate processes, and then harnesses internal systems to encrypt the
maximum number of files and disable back-up and recovery processes before an IT security
team catches up.

“The creators of ransomware have a pretty good grasp of how security software works and
adapt their attacks accordingly. Everything is designed to avoid detection while the malware
encrypts as many documents as possible as quickly as possible and makes it hard, if not
impossible, to recover the data,” said Mark Loman, Director of Engineering for Threat Mitigation
Technology at Sophos, and the author of the report.

“In some cases, the main body of the attack takes place at night when the IT team is at home
asleep. By the time the victim spots what’s going on, it is too late. It is vital to have robust
security controls, monitoring and response in place covering all endpoints, networks and
systems, and to install software updates whenever they are issued,” Loman said.

To protect against ransomware, check that you have a full inventory of all devices connected to
your network and that any security software you use on them is up to date, the researchers
recommended.

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/REUTERS/
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Always install the latest security updates, as soon as practicable, on all the devices on your
network.

You should also keep regular back-ups of your most important and current data on an offline
storage device as this is the best way to avoid having to pay a ransom when affected by
ransomware, the researchers said.

Administrators should enable multi-factor authentication on all management systems that
support it, to prevent attackers disabling security products during an attack, they added.
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THE VICE PRESIDENT CALLS TERRORISM AS ENEMY
OF HUMANITY, PEACE AND DEVELOPMENT
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Role of External State & Non-state actors in creating challenges

to internal security incl. Terrorism & illegal Migration

Vice President's Secretariat

The Vice President calls terrorism as enemy of humanity,
peace and development

Calls upon the civil society all over the world to collaborate
at UN for strong policy framework against terrorism

Peace is a prerequisite to development; all countries
should come together to eliminate poverty and illiteracy-
Vice President

Share and care is at the core of Indian philosophy – Vice
President

Advises NGOs to work with governments to find solution to
the problems of rural India

Train youngsters to become agri-entrepreneurs – Vice
President

Addresses the Centennial Summit 2020 of Rotary India in
Kolkata

Posted On: 16 FEB 2020 4:23PM by PIB Delhi

The Vice President of India, Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu today called terrorism as the common
enemy of humanity, peace and development. He also called upon the civil society all over the
world to collaborate and create a global consensus at platforms such as UN for strong policy
framework against the all forms of terrorism.

Addressing the centennial celebrations of Rotary International in India in Kolkata today, the Vice
President said that peace is a prerequisite to development and everyone should work to curb the
menace of terrorism.
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The Vice President stressed that India believes in peaceful coexistence and wants peace with all
its neighbours. Ours is a country that has never invaded any country in our long history, he said
and appealed to all countries to come together to eradicate illiteracy and poverty from the world.

Shri Naidu said that NGOs should take lead in the poverty eradication and socio-economic
empowerment of the marginalized sections of the society. He asked the civil society
organisations to supplement the efforts of the governments for sustainable and inclusive growth.

Highlighting that more than 60 percent of Indians still live in villages, the Vice President wanted
every livelihood project to factor in this aspect and focus on strengthening the rural economy.

“Lack of basic amenities and employment opportunities in rural areas are causing forced
migration. We should seriously work towards bridging this rural-urban divide”, he said.

Expressing concerns over the declining interest among youth to take up agriculture as
profession, Shri Naidu asked the organizations like Rotary to train and skills the youngsters to
become agri-entrepreneurs.

The Vice President also stressed the need to encourage the farmers to diversify and take up
allied activities like poultry, fisheries, and floriculture.

 “It would it would ensure a regular source of income for them and thus help to withstand the
vagaries of nature”, he added.

Shri Naidu appreciated the good work being done by the Rotary International in the field of
education and health services and appealed to all stakeholders to work for a poverty free India.

The Vice President also called upon the NGO community to work towards a 100 percent literate
India by providing much needed essential literacy to adults who missed the literacy bus and
getting the street children into the formal school structure. He also called for modernizing the
classrooms with electronic blackboards and creating Happy Schools by improving the basic
infrastructure in the schools. He called upon everyone to make India a Vishwa Guru again.

“Teachers, especially in various government schools need constant training”, he said.

In addition to promoting literacy, the Vice President suggested NGOs to focus on imparting
livelihood skills for youth and women so as to enable them to supplement their families’ income. 

Calling water conservation as the need of the hour, Shri Naidu appealed to everyone to become
a partner in the Government’s efforts for water conservation. Noting that the Jal Shakti Ministry
plans build more than one lakh check dams in India in coming five years, he appreciated the
Rotary’s move to build more than ten thousand check dams.

The Vice President said that share and care is the core of Indian philosophy and since time
immortal, Indian society believed in “living together” and “working together”. In the past, it
used to be a common practice for the rich to come to the aid of the poor in the villages, he said.

Appreciating the role of Rotary in eradicating polio, Shri Naidu said that the history of Polio
eradication in India has shown that the government and committed NGOs can forge effective
and successful partnerships.

“I would like to see more such partnerships for the betterment of the communities at large”, he
said.
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Highlighting need to promote philanthropy in today’s consumer-driven and materialistic world,
Shri Naidu called for inculcating compassion and the qualities of sharing and caring from
childhood. Children need to develop empathy and not sympathy for the less fortunate, he said.

He exhorted the organisations like Rotary to involve schools and colleges in community-service
to enable the children to develop the spirit of volunteerism and spiritual values from a young
age. He even suggested that the New Education Policy must also seek to promote the spirit of
volunteerism among the students and also earmark certain marks for such activities.

“together we have to turn the programs like Beti Bachao -Beti Padhao, Swachh Bharat, Fit India,
Yoga into people’s movement. We have to create a society which does not discriminat with
anybody because of his cast, creed or gender”, Shri Naidu said.

The Governor of West Bengal, Shri Jagdeep Dhankar, Minister for Science & Technology and
Biotechnology, Govt of West Bengal, Shri Bratya Basu were among the 4000 delegates from 32
countries present at the event.

Following is the full text of the speech –

“I am pleased to be here amongst you all for the centennial celebrations of Rotary International
in India.

Over the last hundred years, your organization has taken up so many initiatives that have
brought smiles to millions of people around the globe. You have been playing a notable role in
bringing succor to people who needed help, relief to the distressed and a better quality of life
through education and healthcare services.

Dear sisters and brothers,

I am happy to note Rotary is actively involved in conducting blood donations, assisting
community projects such as constructing schools, literacy drives including e-learning, the
building of check dams, providing potable water, sanitation, cancer awareness campaigns and
heart surgeries, among others.

I would like to compliment Rotary for its efforts in eradicating polio in partnership with the
government of India, WHO, UNICEF and lately with Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

The history of Polio eradication in India has shown that the government and committed NGOs
can forge effective and successful partnerships. I would like to see more such partnerships for
the betterment of the communities at large.

I have been informed that the next thrust area of Rotary in India is literacy and you are doing it
under TEACH program of Rotary India Literacy Mission. Teachers, especially in various
government schools need constant training.

Modernizing the classrooms with electronic blackboards, providing much needed essential
literacy to adults who missed the literacy bus, getting the abandoned and street children into the
formal school structure and creating Happy Schools by improving the basic infrastructure of the
schools are essential to inspire young students. 

I am also very happy to note that Rotary has adopted Water as one of its thrust areas. While the
Jal Shakti Ministry of the Government of India has planned to have more than 100,000 check
dams in India in the next five years, Rotary has committed to build 10,000 plus check dams by
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different rotary clubs of India during the same period. I compliment Rotary for becoming an
important partner in the Government’s efforts for water conservation.

Dear sisters and brothers,

India is facing many daunting challenges with some sections of the populace living in poverty
and remaining unlettered. These are the areas in which globally-reputed NGOs like yours can
take the lead and be at the forefront to help in the social and economic empowerment of the
marginalized people.

Development can be accelerated if there is an active involvement of all the stakeholders. While
the government frames the policies and programmes, the pace and quality of implementation
depends on the participation of people, the civil society organizations, the academia and the
private sector.

Organizations like Rotary India can play a leading role in promoting sustainable and inclusive
growth by supplementing the efforts of the Union Government and various State Governments.

Partnership and collaboration are key modalities for inclusive, sustainable growth. More
congruence we have of our larger objectives and more space there is for each of us to
contribute to the objective, the faster will be the growth trajectory and more inclusive will be the
growth process.

In fact, the Indian ethos has always underscored this principle of working together.

The Upanishads are a record of teachers and the learners learning together. They also espouse
the power of collaboration. For instance, an ancient Vedic prayer begins with the words,
“Samgachadhvam” signifying the need to move together with a common objective. In
fact, “living together” and “working together” are two key competencies that India has
believed in over the years. The world perhaps needs to adopt this approach as it moves to
implement the ambitious 2030 Sustainable Development agenda.

From time immemorial, India has the tradition of sharing and caring. Share and care is the core
of Indian philosophy. Charity was not only in the form of donations or giving alms. It also
involved setting up of rest homes for pilgrims and providing them free food and accommodation.
In the past, it used to be a common practice for the rich to come to the aid of the poor in the
villages.

Although Governments at various levels have been taking measures to ameliorate the
conditions of the marginalized sections, the need of the hour is for voluntary organizations like
Rotary to supplement the efforts of Government and fill the gaps, particularly in areas like
education and healthcare. 

In addition to promoting literacy, I would suggest certain other areas of work that might be
relevant for the Indian context.

Imparting livelihood skills for youth and women to enable them to supplement their families’
income is one of them.  It should be borne in mind that about 60 percent of Indians still live in
villages and every livelihood project must factor in this aspect and focus on strengthening the
rural economy.

It’s a matter of concern that the number of people preferring to continue agriculture as their main
occupation is gradually declining. A host of factors are responsible for this situation and the
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foremost among them is the lack of adequate returns to the hard-working farmers. I am afraid
that if the same trend continues, more and more people will leave farming and look for other
types of livelihood. Hence, my suggestion to organizations like Rotary is to facilitate training and
imparting of skills for the youngsters to become agri-entrepreneurs.

Besides, the farmers should also be encouraged to diversify to take up allied activities like
poultry, fisheries, and floriculture to ensure a regular source of income. It would help them to
withstand the vagaries of nature. 

There is a great need to promote philanthropy in today’s consumer-driven and materialistic
world.  It is important to inculcate compassion and the qualities of sharing and caring from
childhood. With nuclear families becoming increasingly common these days, especially in urban
areas, it becomes imperative to make children sensitive to the needs of others. In other words,
they need to develop empathy and not sympathy for the less fortunate.

There is a great need to inculcate the spirit of volunteerism and spiritual values from a young
age in the present-day competitive, career-oriented and consumer-driven world. In this context, I
would like organizations like yours to involve schools and colleges in community-service to
enable the children to develop an attitude of caring and sharing.

There is a need for greater involvement of students in voluntary activities or community-related
activities as it would create a positive bonding between the students and the community and
enable the students to learn new life skills.

As a matter-of-fact, the New Education Policy must seek to promote the spirit of volunteerism
among the students and also earmark certain marks for such activities.

Dear sisters and brothers,

Since the promotion of peace and goodwill around the world is one of your objectives, I would
like to stress that peace is the prerequisite for development. In turn, the humanitarian work and
development efforts put in by organizations like yours can lay a stronger foundation for lasting
peace.

There is a need for the people, particularly the youngsters, to develop a positive outlook and
adopt a constructive attitude. India, as you all are aware, is known for its unity in diversity,
pluralistic ethos and peaceful co-existence of people of all faiths. This ethos should be nurtured
and the tremendous energy of youth must be channeled in creative channels through projects
that focus on creating societal value and strengthen social and community bonds.

                           ,                                   :,        

        ,  ,  , ,  ,            

 

                                          

 

My good wishes to all of you! I am confident that Rotary shall continue its extraordinary work in
the years to come and make this world a better place to live. 
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Jai Hind!”

*****
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